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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE FINTECH SESSIONS - MAY 3, 2017
• Necessity is the mother of invention and the drop in commodity
prices has sparked interest in FinTech across the Muslim world,
especially within oil-exporting countries facing slower economic
growth.
• FinTech connects with a shift in development strategies from
extensive to intensive growth models.
• The demographics of emerging markets, including those with
Muslim-majority populations, are the main driving force behind
FinTech and Islamic finance.
• Other economic forces will require an infrastructure and economic
transformation push and FinTech can provide a disaggregated
and democratized way to mobilize the resources.
• Business case: The digitalization of emerging markets represents
a $4 trillion potential addition to their GDP and the financial sector
has not been doing what it should to support economic growth
in these markets.
• The demographics of Muslim-majority countries, with high
connectivity and strong links with other emerging markets, open
up huge opportunities for Islamic FinTech, while FinTech can also
help to deliver on the original promise of Islamic finance: more
inclusive and sustainable growth.
• FinTech widens the connection between individuals and the
financial sector from a bilateral relationship to something more
distributed and built on a multi-stakeholder approach.
• Investors and donors approach funding by targeting narrow
issues rather than addressing systems as a whole. This creates
gaps that can be overcome with a market-based approach only
if the problems that exist are connected with those willing to pay
to remove them, which efficiencies gained through FinTech can
help to address.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER PROFILE
Jarmo Kotilaine
Chief Economist
Bahrain Economic Development
Board
Jarmo Kotilaine joined the Bahrain
Economic Development Board as Chief
Economist in September 2012. He
previously served as Chief Economist of
the National Commercial Bank (NCB) of
Saudi Arabia, having initially worked on
setting up the research function for NCB
Capital, the investment arm of the NCB
Group.
Dr. Kotilaine worked for a number of
years as an economic and financial
consultant, with a primary focus on
emerging markets. He advised Spanish
stock market operator Bolsas y
Mercados Españoles (BME) and headed
the financial services practices of UKbased global consultancy firms. During
this time, Dr Kotilaine’s main clientele
consisted of banks, stock exchanges
and financial regulators, some of which
he has continued to serve as an external
advisor.
Dr. Kotilaine studied economics and
economic history at Oxford, Cambridge,
and Harvard. He subsequently joined
the faculty at Harvard, where his primary
research focus was the long-term
economic and institutional development
of Eurasia as well as on international
trade and finance.
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Session A: FInclusion – Financing
Impact for the Base of the Pyramid
Moderator:
Mr. Stuart Hutton (CIO, Simply Ethical)

• The legal and regulatory framework is linked to the financial
system; impact investments should provide civil society an equity
stake in financial system outcomes.
• FinTech has the power to reach out to retail consumers to explain
how ESG relates to their values in a way they can understand.
• The world is becoming more transparent and the development of
technologies such as Google has increased reputational risk for
companies by providing the public with an intelligence source on
corporate behavior.
• The challenge for responsible finance is to use FinTech in a way
that brings benefits even where direct pressure is lacking, such
as through the financial return effect of ESG, especially where
beneficiaries are far removed from the decision-making process.
• Creating an innovation ecosystem is critical for sustainable
business, starting in universities and businesses, and needs
regulatory frameworks to enable it.

Conclusions
1. Expand access to finance using banking, FinTech and
communications networks.
2. Find ways to make branchless banking regulations easier to
comply with KYC requirements.
3. Promote solutions that are productive for the economy, society
and the environment.
4. Don’t consider obstacles like access to funding to be
insurmountable to the trial-and-error process that innovation
requires, but instead focus on the value proposition that
includes financial and social returns.
5. Work to link people to opportunities without trying to become a
bank. Many developing countries skipped landlines and went
straight to building mobile phone networks; can we do that with
banking?
POST EVENT REPORT

Speakers:
• Mr. Justin Sykes (Managing Director,
Innovest Advisory)
• Ms. Joann Enriquez (COO, Ethis
Ventures and General-Secretary,
Muslim Women Tech)
• Mr. Arthur Wood (Founding Partner,
Total Impact Capital)
Session B: FInclusion – ESG for the
masses
Moderator:
Mr. Kurt Lieberman (CEO, Magni Global
Asset Management)
Speakers:
• Dr. Philipp Aeby (CEO, RepRisk)
• Ms. Stephanie Feigt (CEO and
Founder, 3rd-eyes)
Session C: Regulatory Approach to
FinTech
Moderator:
Mr. Blake Goud (CEO, RFI Foundation)
Speakers:
• Mr. Christian Dreyer (CEO, CFA
Society Switzerland)
• Mr. Michael Gassner (Founder,
IslamicFinance.de)
• Mr. Johannes Engels (Banking
Supervision, BaFin)
Session D: Incubating Responsible
FinTech
Moderator:
Ms. Amal Daraghmeh Masri (Chief Editor,
Middle East Business)
Speakers:
• Mr. Omar Lahyani (General Partner,
Alpha Omega Venture Partners)
• Mr. Mohammad Raafi Hossain (CEO,
Finocracy)
• Dr. Boris Battistini (Partner, Metellus
/ Board Member, Swiss Finance and
Technology Association)
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Keynote Address

Kairat Kelimbetov was appointed
Governor of Astana International
Financial Centre in December 2015
after chairing the National Bank of
Kazakhstan for the previous two years.
In January 2012, Mr. Kelimbetov
served as Deputy Prime Minister of

His Excellency Kairat Kelimbetov
Governor of Astana International Financial Centre

the Republic of Kazakhstan, where he was responsible for macroeconomic issues, budget policy, state-owned
companies, the financial sector, and tax and customs regulations. Mr. Kelimbetov also served as Chairman of the
Council of the Eurasian Economic Commission, where he represented Kazakhstan.
Before this, Mr. Kelimbetov was appointed Kazakhstan’s Minister of Economic Development and Trade in 2011,
Head of Administration of the President in 2008, and Minister of Economy and Budget Planning between 2002 and
2006.
Between 2008 and 2011, Mr. Kelimbetov also served as CEO of Sovereign Wealth Fund Samruk-Kazyna, which
owns or part owns all Kazakhstan’s state companies. In 2006, he had been appointed CEO of the Kazyna Sustainable
Development Fund.
Mr. Kelimbetov’s previous government positions include serving as a member of the Supreme Economic Council
under the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, working in the President’s administrative office, chairing the
Agency for Strategic Planning, and serving as First Vice-Minister of Finance.
H.E. Kairat Kelimbetov was born in 1969 in Almaty, Kazakhstan. He graduated from Lomonosov Moscow State
University and Georgetown University (USA).
The Astana International Financial Center (AIFC), a new financial center in Kazakhstan, views both Islamic and green
finance as important components of financial system development. Growth in each market is expected to continue
and Kazakhstan is ideally positioned as the gateway to the Eurasian market, boosted by a revival of the historic Silk
Road driven by China’s Belt & Road Initiative.
Underpinning the growth of Islamic finance in Central Asia is a large Muslim population coupled with low levels of
financial services penetration. Although Muslims represent a key constituency for Islamic finance, the approach to
Islamic finance recognizes its openness to everyone regardless of faith, driven by the link between Islamic finance
and the real economy that is at the center of its proposition.
In the area of green finance, growth in the oil and gas sector necessitates responsible investment in order to mitigate
carbon dioxide emissions. The AIFC is building on an approach that supports the convergence of environmental,
social and governance (ESG) with Islamic finance.
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Session 1: Finding
shared values in
responsible finance

Moderator:
Ms. Sabine Döbeli (CEO, Swiss
Sustainable Finance)
Speakers:
• Mr. Hasan Al-Jabri (CEO,
SEDCO Capital)
• Ms. Phyllis Costanza (CEO,
UBS Optimus Foundation)
• Dr. Jan Amrit Poser (Chief
Strategist and Head of
Sustainability Bank J. Safra
Sarasin)
Objectives
• Identify values (outcomes) that
are consistent across ESG,
SRI, Islamic finance and impact
investment (approaches).
• Discuss the potential for
integration
of
different
approaches to support shared
outcomes.
• Highlight opportunities where
different types of financing
(market rate, concessionary,
philanthropic) can be used to
mobilize the resources needed
to achieve the end goals.
• Identify who should take the
lead on each particular area,
what can be expected from
each type of finance, and how
they can share best practices.
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Summary
Responsible finance shares a common focus on economic sustainability
for future generations. The tools used to achieve the common goals are
different but in most cases compatible. For example, ESG focuses on
active involvement and engagement by investors while Islamic finance
emphasizes a ‘prudence’ element by limiting leverage and promoting
transparent and asset-backed structures.
The philanthropic sector has engaged with the financial sector to improve
the impact by sharing risk between parties. The arrangements provide
NGOs with needed funding, philanthropic-motivated investors receive
measurable impact, and financial institutions bridge the gap between the
two, bearing some of the risk and putting in place a third-party evaluator
to ensure the outcome is in line with expectations.
In wealth management, responsible finance is oriented towards ensuring
that financial returns are created the correct way. ESG provides a tool to
reduce risks in the portfolio, and by focusing on long-term impact it allows
investors to create durable value, find new opportunities and reduce
risk. As wealth management firms see the results that emerge from this
approach, many will shift to an approach where ESG is a tool used in
investment decision-making as a default, instead of only on-request.

“ESG focuses on active involvement and
engagement by investors while Islamic
finance emphasizes a ‘prudence’ element
by limiting leverage and promoting
transparent and asset-backed structures.”
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Across the entire spectrum of responsible finance, there is a concern not just for financial returns but also for
measurable social impact. By aligning measurement approaches with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
as shared global goals, the consistency of impact reporting quality can improve more rapidly.
Conclusions
• Use of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as globally accepted goals can improve impact measurement
consistency.
• Consistency and transparency among asset managers based around overarching targets aligned with the SDGs
create leverage for impact-focused investors and support development of a positive feedback loop to encourage
greater adoption.
• Greater transparency in mapping investment decisions by private investors to social impact aligned with the
SDGs can help address concerns among philanthropic capital about investments that generate private returns.
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Session 2:
Connecting
ESG integration
and faith-based
investment
Moderator:
Mr. Lawrence Oliver (Deputy Chief
Executive Officer, DDCAP Group)
Speakers:
• Mr. Andreas Feiner (CoFounder and Head of ESG
Research, Arabesque)
• Mr. Abdulla Al Awar (CEO,
Dubai Islamic Economy
Development Centre)
• Mrs. Laurence Roth (Senior
Policy Advisor, Financial
Market Policy Section, State
Secretariat for International
Financial Matters (SIF), Federal
Department of Finance,
Switzerland)
Objectives
• Identify opportunities where
objectives of ESG and Islamic
finance align.
• Identify key barriers for those
who use ESG to considering
approaches from faith-based
investment.
• Find specific outcomes where
faith-based investment can
benefit from ESG integration.
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Summary
With increased attention at the governmental level on areas of common
interest across responsible finance including environmental sustainability,
the private sector needs to increase its engagement, building on areas of
widespread agreement such as the use by businesses of the UN Global
Compact (UNGC) as a reference point.
By using areas of common values as a starting point, responsible finance
has to show how the implementation of these values can also deliver good
risk-adjusted returns. This would mobilize a much wider source of capital
for the areas which responsible finance has determined are a priority,
including those covered by the UNGC, because it is not driven by individual
decisions to care about sustainability for its own sake. Using big data and
innovative technology, including artificial intelligence and machine learning,
it is possible to find ways to connect sustainability and good returns.
One specific gap identified during the session is the limited collaboration
between responsible finance and the humanitarian sector. With the
overarching concerns driving their actions being in harmony, it is important
to question whether there is just a lack of awareness or something else
that needs to be addressed.

“Using big data and innovative technology,
including artificial intelligence and machine
learning, it is possible to find ways to
connect sustainability and good returns.”
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One approach that can be prioritized is to identify unmet demand that could be met by products developed in
a different context. For example, in Islamic asset management there is a perception that limiting the investable
universe through screening out impermissible sectors inhibits performance. This perception could be addressed
using similar strategies employed elsewhere in responsible finance to show that there need not be a financial cost
associated with moving away from unconstrained investment strategies.
The rise of passive investment strategies has shifted some investment decision-making to the index providers.
One motivation for this shift is the connotation of risk as the same thing as deviation from a benchmark. Therefore,
because very few asset owners and investors use sustainability indices for their benchmarks, they are constrained
from considering new strategies that might lead to divergence from benchmark indices.
Conclusions
• Start from a common reference point for responsible finance such as the UN Global Compact.
• Build on common experience in overcoming perceptions that responsible finance is connected with inferior
financial returns.
• Work to find areas of common interest for responsible finance to support the humanitarian sector.
• Encourage asset owners to move away from evaluating the financial sector relative to benchmarks that do not
take into consideration sustainability factors.
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Session 3: Support
Disruption for Good
(SDG) Challenge

Moderators:
• Blake Goud (CEO, RFI
Foundation)
• Mr. Mohammed Raafi Hossain
(CEO, Finocracy)
• Dr. Boris Battistini (Board
Member, Swiss Finance +
Technology Association)
Finalists:
• Naureen Hyat, Business Head
– Savings and Investments,
Tez Financial Services
(Winner)
• Chris Laurent, CMO and
Head of Funding and
Claire Vinçonneau-Perrot,
Country Head, France and
Francophonie, Pintail
• Tanvir Uddin, Head of
Operations, AgriFunder
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The RFI Foundation, in partnership with the Swiss Finance + Technology
Association, Finocracy and the Responsible Finance and Investment (RFI)
Summit partners this year launched the Support Disruption for Good
(SDG) Challenge to find the most promising ethical, responsible or Islamic
FinTech innovations and connect them to the leading institutions in the
responsible finance industry.
All applicants were judged against a transparent set of criteria by an
independent judging panel drawn from across the responsible finance
and FinTech industry. During the review process, judges evaluated the
ability of each entrant to effectively scale, contribute to financial inclusion
and contribute to the UN Sustainable Development Goals while being
financially sustainable.
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Keynote Address
KEYNOTE SPEAKER PROFILE
Ambassador-at-Large for
Climate Change and Human
Rights, Ministry of Foreign and
European Affairs, Luxembourg
His Excellency Ambassador
Marc Bichler
Marc Bichler is a lawyer by
training and a diplomat by
choice. The topic of sustainable
development runs as a common
thread through his professional
career. He joined the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in Luxembourg
in 1990 and has consecutively
served as Deputy Director for
Development Cooperation and
Humanitarian Action (19952000), as Deputy Permanent
Representative of Luxembourg to
the United Nations in New York
(2000-2005), then as Director
for Development Cooperation
and Humanitarian Action and
Ambassador to Burkina Faso,
Mali and Senegal with residence
in Luxembourg (2005-2012).
From November 2012 to
April 2014, he was Executive
Secretary of the United Nations
Capital Development Fund
(UNCDF) in New York and has
served since August 2014 as
Luxembourg’s Ambassadorat-Large for climate change. In
his successive functions, Mr.
Bichler grew extensive expertise
and experience in the field
of sustainable development
in general and of financing
for sustainable development,
including on innovative financing
in the fields of microfinance,
financial inclusion and climate
finance, in particular.
POST EVENT REPORT

His Excellency Ambassador Marc Bichler
The important agendas of climate change and human rights are interlinked
with our work to support sustainable development through responsible
finance and investment. In our interactions with young people, it is
becoming increasingly clear that they care more about connectivity and
mobility than in acquiring more and more things. An entrepreneur working
to build financial comfort for the next generation will fail to adequately
address their needs unless there is concern also about social and
environmental concerns.
Work being undertaken on the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,
including those commitments made in the Sustainable Development
Goals and the Paris Agreement, includes multiple interlinkages such as
with the International Convention on Human Rights. By considering these
together, we can work to protect against poverty, climate change and the
conflicts that will result if we do not.
With 17 Sustainable Development Goals, 169 targets and 230 indicators,
we have with Agenda 2030 created an exhaustive blueprint built on vast
research and anchored in human rights. However, the required action on
climate or poverty does not come for free, and international agencies and
multilateral development banks do not have the resources on their own to
meet these goals. We are going from billions to trillions and along the way
will transform sustainable finance by focusing on the environmental, social
and economic outcomes.

“We are going from billions to trillions and
along the way will transform sustainable
finance by focusing on the environmental,
social and economic outcomes.”
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With the transformation required for Agenda 2030, finance has become a central question since the public sector
cannot accomplish it on its own. Therefore private sector climate finance and sustainable development finance
will be required and this must be done in a multi-stakeholder way requiring interdisciplinary cooperation. Each
stakeholder will have different motivations, which should be respected. Governments work on public policy grounds
and non-governmental organizations are guided by their missions.
The private sector can be guided by business goals as long as poverty, climate change and sustainability are key
objectives so that ‘doing well by doing good’ is no longer an empty phrase. Climate finance strategies, for example,
have created financial tools for venture capital, private equity, grants, loans, bonds and others. Luxembourg has
developed a climate finance strategy and is creating a blueprint for a sustainable development finance strategy.
The objective is to fight climate change and become a center of climate finance by contributing generously such as
through risk mitigation and guarantee programs to leverage private sector funding.
The government of Luxembourg’s target is to contribute €120 billion between 2014 and 2020 in addition to official
development assistance. This investment will come through developing a green bond exchange, public-private
partnership investment guarantees with the European Investment Bank, investment in developing country green
bonds through the International Financial Corporation, and development of the LuxFLAG SRI fund label and a
forthcoming green bond label.
As we move towards the goals of Agenda 2030, it is critical to report to political leaders on the progress being made
in addressing poverty, climate change and human rights. The times when human rights were viewed as a constraint
are over. As responsible finance and investment grow, respect for human rights will become a dividend on top of
reasonable financial return to complement the addition of environmental and social considerations in climate and
sustainable development finance.
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Moderated Q&A:
Addressing
Environmental
Impact in Ethical
and Islamic Banking
Moderator:
Mr. Blake Goud (CEO, RFI
Foundation)
Speakers:
• Mr. Rafe Haneef (CEO, CIMB
Islamic Bank)
• Dr. Marcos Eguiguren
(Executive Director, Global
Alliance for Banking on
Values)
Objectives
• Are the values used in ethical
banks compatible with Islamic
banking?
• Can ethical banking
approaches to transparency
and governance allow
Islamic banks to more clearly
translate their values into
practice?
• What practices and
governance models used in
Islamic banking translate to
ethical banks?

Summary
The conversation brought together two different perspectives – one
from Dr. Marcos Eguiguren, Executive Director of the Global Alliance for
Banking on Values (GABV), which represents a movement of 40 valuesbased banks, and one from Rafe Haneef, CEO of CIMB Islamic Bank, part
of a regional banking group in Southeast Asia looking to move towards
sustainable and responsible banking.
The GABV, Dr. Eguiguren explained, emerged around the time of the
financial crisis, when it became necessary to highlight the gap between
how banking was being done and the way it should be done. GABV
member banks focus on the real economy as the top priority, which means
avoiding derivatives and instead focusing on deposit-taking and lending
to the real economy. They take a triple-bottom line approach to ensure
lending criteria include the prosperity of the local community, financial
inclusion and a better environment.
When they lend, GABV member banks practice radical transparency and
inclusive governance with an external supervisory board independent of
management. This provides a way to show depositors what the banks
are doing with their money, including with regards to environmental
stewardship, which can vary from country to country. The banks have a
long-term commitment towards their clients and view them as partners,
which guides conduct towards a human rather than solely business
perspective if a client runs into difficulty.
The GABV member banks can do this in part because they are required to
stay financially resilient with good liquidity, strong profitability and higherthan-required solvency characteristics. They also have to treat their
employees the same as they are expected to treat customers, with equal
application of their principles for the CEO and any other co-worker.
Islamic finance began in the 1970s, and Rafe Haneef noted the question
that faced early pioneers in the industry about whether to adopt a banking
or equity model. Early Islamic banks described themselves as investment
houses and sought to intermediate on a risk-sharing basis. However,
savers whose funds financed these investments preferred to share profits
but not losses because that was what conventional banks offered, and
banks have therefore developed the mentality of depositor principal
protection, encouraged by central banks.
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The adoption of this mindset of protecting depositors led to a displacement in the character of Islamic banks away
from risk-sharing investments and towards risk-protected deposits. Once the principal is no longer at risk, banks
reacted by transforming the other (asset) side of their balance sheet to make it similar to conventional banking
so as to mitigate the downside risk. This transformed Islamic banks from investment intermediaries into debt
intermediaries.
The shift over time has made it so that Islamic banks are trying to play football on a rugby field, and it is difficult for
them when they are forced to remove risk for depositors while still sharing profits with them. In the debate about
whether Islamic banks should provide returns on top of safekeeping of deposits, there has been a shift to differentiate
between safekeeping (deposits) and investment (for returns), which should ease the amount of regulation needed
and lead Islamic finance to be treated more like securities markets by regulators.
How can these two approaches be reconciled? Dr. Eguiguren said the transparency could help provide greater
clarity for depositors to see how aligned their bank is with their values and a low interest rate environment provides
an opportunity to look at what Islamic banking offers. Haneef suggested that given the regulatory limitations to
changing the structure of Islamic banks, they should look at the values that the GABV promotes and see how they
could be included in Islamic finance such as by considering environmental impacts.

“The adoption of [this] mindset of protecting [depositors’ principal] led
to a displacement in the character of Islamic banks away from risksharing investments and towards risk-protected deposits.”
Conclusions
• Islamic finance can adopt more of the environmental objectives used in ethical banking to enhance the alignment
of principles and activities.
• Ethical banking could use the zero-interest-rate environment to see whether increasing transparency in risk and
return benefits the relationship between depositors and bank.
• Islamic finance can build on regulatory initiatives to separate (protected) deposits from (risk-bearing) investment
accounts to lessen debt-based intermediation in the business model.
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Session 4: Using
the SDGs to guide
responsible finance
decision-making
in Muslim-majority
countries
Moderator:
Dr. Ingeborg SchumacherHummel (Board Member, Forum
Nachhaltige Geldanlagen)
Speakers:
• Ms. Nida Khan (Director
– Advisory Services,
Islamic Corporation for the
Development of the Private
Sector)
• Mr. Ajay Madiwale (Senior
Officer, Multilateral and IFI
Partnerships at International
Federation of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies)
• Mr. Ray Soudah (Founding
Partner and Chairman,
MilleniumAssociates)
Objectives
• Assess whether the SDGs are
relevant as a guide for Islamic
finance.
• Decide whether the SDGs
can be a reference point for
increasing cooperation in
responsible finance.

Summary
The session began with an overview
of the difference between the
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) and previous efforts. First,
the SDGs are indivisible so as to
avoid a silo approach. The risk with
the divisible approach taken in the
past was that there was no common
focus, leading to different agenda for
economic growth and environmental
issues. The goals now are universal
and more ambitious than the
Millennium Development Goals that
preceded them.
Some of the multilateral financing process flows through the private
sector, such as the multilateral institutions making equity investments
into local financial institutions which can then become involved in social
inclusion efforts. Included in these programs are direct lending and
lending through banks to SMEs, which provides economic inclusion and
supports inclusive development. Besides these programs, there are also
different approaches available such as investment funds with a specific
country or regional focus.
On the private sector side, the SDGs have not yet influenced investment
decision-making, which is disappointing for those who believed the goals
would be quickly adopted by the private sector. National incentives could
help speed up adoption and build in some leadership on these issues
from the government level down into the private sector, especially on
larger projects. Furthermore, the financial system has more work to do
to include sustainability, social impact and environmental impact in the
valuation process.

“The financial system has more work to
do to include sustainability, social impact
and environmental impact in the valuation
process.”

• Understand which are the
most important problems
for business, multilateral
and NGOs to address and
how responsible finance can
provide support.
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One challenge that impedes adoption of the globally adopted goals is the delay from when adoption occurs at the
global level and when it becomes integrated into national plans that can stimulate private sector action. The SDGs
tried to sidestep some of this delay by negotiating goals, indicators and targets at the outset, thereby allowing
national governments to more quickly put in place the indicators and targets that can support the financial incentives
for wider adoption.
The challenge highlighted for the financial sector is that commercial banks’ incentive structures encourage them to
be low risk. This entails working primarily with those who have lesser need for financing but also affects how they
react to economic stress. Instead of financing across business cycles, they retract lending as downturns begin,
including withdrawing credit lines. Instead of softening the blow, withdrawing credit from the economy when it
needs it in order to protect the bank’s shareholders can worsen it. For those institutions that can avoid this mindset,
however, there is a potential reward in terms of loyalty if they provide financing when no one else will.
The session concluded with a discussion of the commercial potential that exists in Africa, where a focus on trade
has been of key importance in the strategic planning of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation. In addition
to economic development needs, there is a priority in Africa to address the SDGs, particularly those relating to
healthcare, especially childhood and maternal mortality, which can have a multiplier impact if supplemented by
childhood nutritional efforts. Investors see both the needs and the commercial opportunities that exist in many
African countries but have found difficulties with local taxes and infrastructure development.
As a result, projects to support both social and economic objectives may benefit from blended finance, including
Islamic finance, to fund last-mile delivery in particular. Since this is a critical area for achieving social objectives,
it provides a key area where concessionary and charitable efforts can be used to expand the potential market for
commercial investors funding businesses with a broader social purpose.
Conclusions
• Private sector financial institutions, including Islamic finance, have an overly short-term approach.
• National incentives that build in the indicators and targets that accompany the SDGs can help unlock finance.
• Blended finance, including approaches developed for Islamic social finance, have applicability in many contexts
including regions such as Africa with large economic opportunity and large sustainable development needs.
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Session 5: Financial
inclusion and
responsible finance

Moderator:
Mr. Daud Vicary Abdullah
(President and CEO, INCEIF)
Speakers:
• Mr. Justin Sykes (Managing
Director, Innovest Advisory)

Summary

• Mr. Graham Burnside
(Advisory Board Member,
Islamic Finance Council UK)

A key issue when considering the problem of financial exclusion is whether
the financial sector is mobilizing capital efficiently enough for the benefit of
the real economy, and the question is whether to address this problem by
going from bottom up or top down.

Objectives
• Identify how impact investors
can promote social impact by
opening finance to Muslims.
• Improve accessibility and
efficiency in finance through
technology.
• Discuss how financial
inclusion efforts are adopted
by the mainstream financial
sector.

These two approaches are often separated into the commercial case
(top-down) and the philanthropic case (bottom-up). In each case, setting
impact measurement targets is important because the data provide the
basis for future funding. With increasing flows of money into innovative
approaches, there can be a rewiring of business-as-usual.
The approach will have to be holistic if the increased access to financing is
to have a positive impact, requiring a multidisciplinary effort across a wide
range of stakeholders. In dealing with financially excluded populations
such as refugees, there often isn’t a system in place because it is perceived
as, and may actually be, high risk. The solution often depends on multiple
pieces including guarantees and more risk-seeking investors to unlock
more risk-averse capital.
Some of the barriers preventing greater financial inclusion come from
regulators, especially in developed markets, where the regulatory system
has been built along traditional lines. In these situations, there may be a
role for technology if it can get regulatory enablement to change the status
quo.

“Setting impact measurement targets is
important because the data provide the
basis for future funding. With increasing
flows of money into innovative approaches,
there can be a rewiring of business-asusual.”
POST EVENT REPORT
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The benefit with younger generations is that they desire the social change that technology can bring, while
appreciating technology sometimes for its own sake. Beginning the push on the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) today may be easier than if it had been started several years ago, before Millennials became more active in
the economy.
Following from the point about regulatory challenges in developed markets, Muslim-majority markets are viewed
as challenging. Concern about financial inclusion is not as widespread among those managing assets in Muslimmajority countries as it is in developed countries where investors are seeking opportunities outside of their own
markets.
Within all markets, there are still significant challenges in achieving scale, and perhaps the lessons from environmental,
social and governance (ESG) investment can help. There was notable success where the sustainability agenda
represented by ESG became linked in the minds of investors with risk management. When dealing with ESG risks,
investors realized they would be hit by the same risks whether or not they addressed ESG.
Islamic finance brings an ethical approach but it is not linked yet to managing the risk issue. Technology that allows
greater adoption such as risk-sharing finance may open up an opportunity for a relook on the fundamental side. To
reach this point and do it in a way that brings the ethical values together with the business case, there will have to
be more engagement and awareness on the similarities in objectives between ethical finance and Islamic finance as
they relate to financial inclusion.
Conclusions
• Developing data related to financial inclusion efforts makes it easier to demonstrate the business case for
financial inclusion.
• Highlight specific ways that Islamic and ethical finance have complementary objectives so as to encourage the
sharing of experience in addressing financial exclusion.
• Use technology to promote financial inclusion within a younger generation of consumers that are likely to be
attracted to ethical finance, including Islamic finance, but skeptical of traditional financial services providers.
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Session 6: Do
emerging market
asset owners care
about ESG?
Moderator:
Mr. Sachin S. Vankalas (Director,
Operations and Sustainability,
LuxFLAG)
Speakers:
• Mr. Ammar Radhi (Senior
Business Manager, Thomson
Reuters)
• Mr. Maximilian Horster
(Director, Financial Industry,
South Pole Group)
• Ms. Daniela Herrmann
(Chairman and Founder,
Topan)
Objectives
• Identify how to make ESG
relevant to emerging market
asset owners, including
sovereign funds.
• Discuss strategies to connect
Islamic finance and ESG to
meet the objectives of asset
owners in Muslim-majority
emerging markets.
• Develop next steps to
build broader awareness,
understanding and adoption
of ESG within Muslim-majority
markets.
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Summary
The responsible finance market is growing in emerging markets, but it is
not clear that the growth we are seeing is at the right pace to reflect the
desires of people to have their conscience reflected in where they put their
money. In Muslim-majority markets (most of which are emerging markets)
and across the 1.65 billion Muslims of the world, there is a corporate
social responsibility derived from faith. Islamic finance has the potential to
combine two fast-growing markets: emerging markets and ESG.
Despite this market potential, responsible finance has yet to gain wide
acceptance into Muslim majority countries as it has in developed markets
as a way to sustainably mobilize the wealth of a rising middle class the
infrastructure development needs in these countries. Islamic finance
sets out strong principles by which to conduct responsible finance, and
emerging market companies, including those financed by Islamic financial
institutions, are coming up with solutions to social and environmental
challenges.
One of the biggest challenges for emerging market investors is that around
two-thirds of carbon dioxide emissions are now coming from developing
countries, a reversal from earlier years. Yet 35% of emerging market
companies still don’t report their emissions, whereas in some European
countries such as France, Germany and Switzerland all companies report.

“Islamic finance sets out strong principles
by which to conduct responsible finance,
and emerging market companies, including
those financed by Islamic financial
institutions, are coming up with solutions to
social and environmental challenges.”
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The lack of disclosure makes it more difficult to assess climate change risks in emerging markets. There is also a
disconnect between Islamic values around environmental stewardship and the economies of many Muslim-majority
signatures on the Paris Agreement. Although the principles of Islam and climate action can be reconciled, it is more
difficult to understand how their economies and sovereign funds, each dependent on fossil fuels, is contributing to
meeting their commitments on climate change.
There is a case to be made that Islamic investors should care more about climate change and other ESG issues.
With humankind acting as stewards over the Earth, they have an obligation to care about the environment in
addition to their other social welfare obligations. They add to these social and environmental concerns a focus on
avoiding over-leverage, which has been a much more consistent focus for Islamic investors to date. However, it is
important to bring awareness to Islamic finance about the other areas of concern and to help find common ground.
Another important issue beyond ESG, and one that is frequently overlooked, is governance. A global $2.2 trillion in
transnational criminal flows of money needs to become a focus for asset managers and owners, who need to move
beyond ticking boxes and engage others with the power to drive change.
This will require additional regulation to stimulate action. In some countries, there is an implied relationship where
regulators call on business to act and threaten tighter regulation if they fail to act. This voluntary approach allows
institutions allows institutions to launch sustainability or ESG-screened products and thereby claim to be sustainable
but this is not a satisfactory approach to leading to widespread change in emerging markets or elsewhere.
Conclusions
• Islamic finance has the ethical orientation to lead emerging markets on ethical finance, bringing two fast-growing
areas together.
• Development globally, especially around governance issues and illicit financial flows, has not proceeded deeply
enough to fully embed obligations into action, particularly in emerging markets.
• Regulators have to signal that they are ready to act if the private sector doesn’t, and do so in a way that will be
the most effective within a local context.
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Session 7:
Unconference:
Moving towards a
shared language
Moderator:
Blake Goud (CEO, RFI
Foundation)

Unconference Recommendations
• Create ambassadors for collaboration to bring change back with them – be constructive and engaged.
• Focus on engagement and education over controversy and naming/shaming.
• Recognize that history and culture matter and we cannot change either, but instead focus on positive engagement
for the future based on humility and patience.
• Identify why there isn’t enough money flowing into innovation in the impact sector and find ways to feed into that
with small ventures or financing of disruption.
• Work from the bottom-up to address sustainable finance opportunities, especially with SMEs, and focus on
localization and measuring impact.
• Focus on governance and its connection to and correlation with environmental and social impact. Work to focus
resources on making initiatives more sustainable through transparent governance.
• Focus on how to involve and listen to younger generations without
disregarding the experience of older people in leadership roles today.
• Develop a central repository on the cross-over between Islamic finance
and ESG and identify key gaps.
• Increase efforts to teach communities to be sustainable. Use educational
initiatives like Teach for America/Britain/Malaysia as a model for how to
spread successful examples.
• When making efforts around knowledge and education, focus on the
involvement of women in all contexts, in both emerging and developed
countries.
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is organized by

About RFI Foundation

The Responsible Finance & Investment (RFI) Foundation is a non-profit organisation with a mission to
identify a neutral, nonpartisan and universal value proposition that encourages convergence of responsible finance practices. RFI evolves Sustainable, Responsible, Impact Investing (SRI), Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) and the Islamic finance sectors towards a convergence of their shared standards,
and engages stakeholders to build the responsible finance industry as a catalyst to support equitable,
inclusive and sustainable economic development. Visit us at www.rfi-foundation.org

About Swiss Arab Network

The Swiss Arab Network (SAN) is a non-profit networking organization with headquarter in Zurich and
affiliations in the Arab world that strives to bridge gaps, promote sustainable exchange and intensify the
mutual understanding among Swiss and Arab people. SAN is a networking platform and organizes events
and gives speeches on topics like Swiss and Arab finance, business, culture, art and film. Established and
high-profile organizations from Switzerland and the Arab world are members of the network. Visit us at
www.swissarab.org
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